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Abstract
National forest programmes (NFPs) arose from the international deliberations on forests for ensuring sustainable
forest management (SFM). They are new policy instruments in addition to existing ones. In order to learn more
about them, the COST Action E19 National Forest Programmes in a European Context was launched in 1999; its
main objective is to provide policy makers in Europe with an improved means for the formulation and implementation
of NFPs. This objective represented a real challenge to the participants of the Action because of the following
analytical problems needed to be solved: vague objective of SFM; vague concept of NFPs; interpretation of basic
elements; institutional/procedural requirements of substantive NFPs; supportive and impeding factors of substantive
NFPs; difference between NFPs and other policy means. The paper describes how the challenges were handled in
order to achieve propositions on procedural aspects of NFPs, as well as on the influence of external factors on
NFPs.
Keywords: forest policy science, national forest programmes (NFPs), substantive NFPs, basic elements and
procedural requirements of substantive NFPs, supporting and impeding factors of substantive NFPs.

1 Introduction
The international forest policy dialogue since the UN Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED)
in 1992 has proposed new policy means in addition to existing ones for ensuring sustainable management,
conservation and sustainable development of all types of forests, in short: sustainable forest management
(SFM). These are at the management unit level certification of sustainable forest management and national
forest programmes (NFPs) at the national level. Another instrument at the international level, namely a
global forest convention, is still subject to international deliberations of the UN Forum on Forests. Many of
the Proposals for Action of the Intergovernmental Panel on Forests (IPF) and the International Forum on
Forests (IFF) refer to NFPs for their implementation, and they are the core of the Council Regulation (EC)
1257/1999 on Support for Rural Development. Having their roots in the Tropical Forestry Action Plan for
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combating deforestation, NFPs became a remedy with high expectations for resolving forest issues in the
developing world, as well as the developed world. Policy science has contributed to all three new policy
means, but in particular to NFPs by the establishment of the 4-year research action COST E19 on National
Forest Programmes in a European Context, launched in 1999. More than 70 researchers from 20 European
countries and the United States of America were involved.

2 Work programme of COST Action E19
The main objective of the COST Action E19 National Forest Programmes in a European Context was to
provide policy makers in Europe with an improved means for the formulation and implementation of NFPs
for ensuring SFM. The work programme of the COST Action E19, as stipulated in the Technical Annex of
the Memorandum of Understanding, has proposed the following tasks for accomplishing this objective:





to interpret the basic elements and institutional, as well as procedural requirements of NFPs
to assess the effects of these elements and requirements on NFPs
to assess the supporting and impeding factors for the development of substantive NFPs
to evaluate the significance of NFPs in comparison to other policy means.

This work programme represented a real challenge to the participants of the Action because of the following
analytical problems needed to be solved: vague objective of SFM; vague concept of NFPs; interpretation of
basic elements; institutional/procedural requirements of substantive NFPs; supportive and impeding factors
of substantive NFPs; difference between NFPs and other policy means.

3 Handling of the analytical challenges
3.1 Objective of SFM
The notion of SFM as defined in the Statement of Forest Principles and Helsinki Resolution H1 is not an
intersubjectively assessable objective. It is instead, a model. Although the term SFM is vague in content and
may be deemed an empty phrase, it functions to describe a desired final state and therefore, indirectly
governs and co-ordinates political-administrative and individual private actions. For the planning process,
this means that the objective of SFM is not yet operationally defined, but is undergoing a communicative, cooperative process, reflected by the pan-European, as well as national criteria and indicator processes. The
outcome of these processes will depend on the participating actors, their interests and empowerment, and
above all, the context, such as policy style, institutional aspects, basis of knowledge and innovative climate
in a country.
The creation of an operational definition of SFM could be made if it was filled by value judgement of the
participating researchers. During the negotiation and review process of the proposal to launch a COST
Action on NFPs in a European context - it was submitted to the COST Technical Committee on Forests and
Forestry Products the first time in 1999 - some reviewers were afraid that social scientists could become
competitors of the existing political actors in the field of forest policy with their interpretations of SFM and
its basic principles. Fortunately, during the review process several voices became paramount, which expected
positive contributions from social sciences to the political negotiation process and relied on the participating
researchers to refrain from value judgements. From its very inception, the COST Action E19 was a challenge
to researchers not to cross the border between positive science and politics and to leave the operational
definition of SFM to politicians.
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3.2 Concept of NFPs
Though the international forest policy dialogue from the Rio Summit of 1992 until UNFF 3 encouraged
countries to develop, implement and evaluate NFPs, in which there was no clear idea about the content and
impacts of NFPs. It was only known from the literature that NFPs are to ensure SFM and apply a series of
basic elements or principles such as participatory mechanisms, an adaptive iterative planning process, a
holistic and inter-sectoral approach etc. We concluded from these characteristics that NFPs are a new means
of policy planning differing from traditional technocratic policy planning. But many questions left open, for
example: What is the delineation to other policy means such as legal regulations, financial incentives etc.?
How can one distinguish a substantive NFP striving for policy change in the management, conservation and
development of forests from a symbolic NFP which attempts to maintain the status quo?
The effort to make a distinction between a substantive and a symbolic NFP calls for an operational definition
of an NFP. However, the notion of NFPs was quite vague when the action was started, and the politically
defined elements have been formulated in a very elusive and equivocal way; the descriptions provided have
been rather far from an operational definition. But only when the definitional question has been answered,
i.e. when the dependent variable (substantive NFP) has been defined and operationalised in an adequate
way, one can then go on to ask the analytical question of which factors support or impede the formulation
and implementation of such an NFP.
COST Action E19 approached the question of substantiveness not at the level of NFPs as such, but at the
level of the elements that constitute an NFP. By splitting the NFP concept into its constituting elements the
definition problem is shifted to another level. The question is no longer What is a substantive NFP?, but
rather What is substantive participation?, What is substantive inter-sectoral co-ordination?, and so on.
Furthermore, the group tried to approach the question of substantiveness by differentiating between the
different stages of policy processes (policy formulation - policy outputs - policy outcomes). For each stage a
specific concept of substantiveness was provided (see Figure):
a. At the policy formulation stage, one can assess the substantiveness of an NFP only by means of procedural
elements, because the NFP process has not (yet) delivered policy outputs and outcomes. Accordingly,
substantive NFPs at the policy formulation stage were defined as processes which are characterised by
a high degree of participation, inter-sectoral co-ordination, iterativeness, etc.
b. At the policy output stage the assessment of an NFPs substantiveness can be based on its procedural
elements (as under a.) and on the policy outputs it has produced. The policy outputs of NFP processes
are expected to mainly comprise politically agreed sets of policy targets and policy instruments (e.g.,
forest strategies, guidelines, regulations, subsidy schemes, and a revised definition of SFM). A substantive
NFP at the policy output stage (i) defines targets which are consistent, consensual among the main
stakeholders and which operationalise the dimensions of the SFM concept (ecological, economic, and
social) and (ii) defines policy instruments which are controllable by policy makers and which appropriately
match their targets.
c. When, finally, an NFP process has reached the policy outcome stage, the assessment of its substantiveness
has to evaluate whether it meets the targets it set forth. Accordingly, a substantive NFP at this stage is
characterised by such procedural elements and policy instruments that effectively meet the NFPs targets.
The agreement of the participating researchers on this conceptual approach was a necessary precondition for
integrating the different scientific disciplines which they represented. The action assembled forest policy
scientists, policy scientists, lawyers, sociologists, economists, regional planners, and geographers.
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Figure 1. The conceptual approach  an overview.

3.3 Interpretation of basic elements
The IPF/IFF process and the FAOs (1996) Guidelines on the Formulation and Implementation of NFPs
enumerate a number of basic elements/principles which constitute NFPs. Out of these, the following principles
are rather new in forest policy: public participation, long-term iterative process, holistic and inter-sectoral
approach, as well as decentralisation. There is still the question of whether all of the basic elements constitute
an NFP or at least the most decisive ones.
The Action proceeded on the assumption that at its core the concept of NFPs shares those main characteristics
which are postulated for the concept of modern policy planning, i.e. long-term iterative and adaptive processes,
participatory mechanisms, and broad co-ordination of relevant actors and sectors. Based on the work performed
by FAO (1996), the international forest policy dialogue by IPF (1995-1998) and IFF (1998-2001), the results
of the international NFP Seminar held in Freiburg (1998), and the MCPFE Workshop on NFPs in Tulln
(1999), the following four conceptual essentials to be dealt with in detail were proposed:





participatory mechanisms
collaboration approaches
inter-sectoral approaches
procedural approaches (iterative, adaptive and learning processes)

These conceptual essentials have much in common with the corresponding main principles (FAO) and
basic elements (IPF/IFF).
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3.4 Institutional/procedural requirements of substantive NFPs
Having the goal of substantive NFPs in mind, what are their institutional and procedural requirements? In
order to establish a code of conduct for the formulation and implementation of NFPs one cannot know
enough about these requirements, although the potential success of an NFP process is very much context
dependent and difficult to control. For example, if the policy style of a country is anticipatory and open for
achieving an agreement between interested parties the chance of a substantive NFP is much greater than that
in a country whose government is reactive to societal problems and tends to impose decisions on society.
Other examples of institutional aspects, besides policy style are political culture, property rights tradition,
ownership structure, legislation tradition and institutional commitments. They all have in common the situation
to where changes in the short or medium term are hardly possible because they are external factors to the
NFP process. On the contrary, the procedural aspects referring to characteristics of the process (e.g., voting
rules, used documents, access to relevant background material) and participants (e.g., number of actors
permitted to participate, mandate, qualification) enable the responsible policy makers to have an impact on
the output of the policy planning process.
The Action focussed on the four essentials (dependent variables) and attempted to explain them by institutional
and procedural influence factors by employing promising theories and concepts, as well as through already
existing experiences. In the course of discussions, many propositions arose about the influence that factors
of institutional and procedural aspects have on policy outputs (e.g., NFP documents, forestry guidelines) and
policy outcomes (e.g., final solution after implementation of NFPs).

3.5 Supportive and impeding factors of substantive NFPs
In discussing the institutional and procedural requirements of substantive NFPs it was found that there are
internal factors (e.g., characteristics of the participants, characteristics of the process) and several kinds of
external factors (e.g., policy output such as legal regulations, policy constraints such as lacking capacity of
policy planning, and uncontrollable factors such as political culture, ownership structure etc.) which may
support or impede the formulation and implementation of substantive NFPs. Whether an external factor
supports or impedes a substantive NFP depends on the definition of SFM and the internal factors determining
the content of the basic elements. Thus, it is not possible to claim a priori that financial incentives for the
formulation of NFPs as provided by Regulation (EC) 1257/1999 support substantive NFPs unless specific
goals (e.g., SFM, characteristics of basic elements) are specified.
External factors determine how an NFP process works in a particular country (see Figure). The definition of
external factors was simply a negative one: an external factor is any factor that is not itself a procedural
element of an NFP and is part of the context for developing the NFP.
The Action agreed on the following list of supporting and impeding external factors in the course of discussions
within the group: political culture and social context; legal aspects; financial framework and incentives;
advocacy coalitions; institutional aspects; multi-level governance; and land tenure.
This list comprises two kinds of external factors:


those that are policy instruments and may become a policy output or policy outcome of NFP processes
(for example, legal regulations, financial and other economic instruments).
 those that will remain outside the scope of direct control of the actors involved in the NFP process as
exogenous factors, or policy constraints of the NFP process.
Finally, the question had to be answered as to when an external factor is a supporting one and when it is an
impeding one. The only general answer to this question that the group was able to provide is that a supporting
(impeding) factor contributes positively (negatively) to high degrees of those elements that constitute
NFPs and to the achievement of NFP targets. Whether a certain factor supports or impedes the development
of a substantive NFP in a certain country depends on the context.
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3.6 Difference between NFPs and other policy means
The distinction of an NFP from traditional forest policy means causes difficulties. It is argued that SFM can
also be achieved by the existing policy means. If for some reason an NFP is superior in that respect, what
then is its comparative advantage?
National forest programmes do not compete with any existing forest policy tool, instead they are meant to
supplement them. In its essence, an NFP is a policy planning instrument for ensuring SFM. It distinguishes
from the traditional technocratic policy planning by the main essentials. Thus, one can speak of a new mode
of governance which strives to render forest politics on forests more rational and oriented to the long-term,
and better co-ordinated. In the new understanding of policy planning the rationality of policies will be
ensured by interconnecting policy networks instead of hierarchical or corporatistic governance by the state.
Public participation makes sure that all relevant actors and stakeholders are involved in the planning and
communication process. The idea of pursuing a long-term orientation of policy decisions through scientific
forecasts has been replaced by adaptive and iterative learning processes. The co-ordination of political actors
should be comprehensive, holistic and inter-sectoral, making sure that all sectors affecting forestry and is
affected by forestry are considered and that externalities are internalised. Although information and persuasion
strategies are important, they may fail in co-ordinating various stakeholders. Intra-bureaucratic intermediation
processes and capacity building become more important (see Table).
An essential precondition for the success of policy networks are communication and trust among the actors.
In which they provide additional informal linkages by information, persuasion, and experience, and thereby
help produce the collectively desired outcome. Furthermore, the participants agree on specific rules, norms
and values for achieving the common goal. With regard to NFPs, there is agreement on 10 basic elements of
which a number serve the resolution of specific co-ordination problems (e.g., participation, inter-sectoral
co-ordination, adaptive and iterative planning).
Table. Policy planning and elements of NFPs.

Objectives
Enhancing
the rationality
of policies

Ensuring
long-term
orientation

General paradigms
-

-

Improving
co-ordination
of political
actors

-

-

National Forest Programme

policy networks and bargaining
systems
participation of all relevant actors

fragmentation of the long-term
strategy into an iterative planning
process
review and assessment of the
achieved goals
consensus building processes via
information and persuasion
strategies
intra-bureaucratic intermediation
processes and capacity building

-

-

-

-
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participatory mechanisms
decentralisation
empowerment of regional and
local governments
respect for local communities
long-term iterative process

consistency with national
policies and international
commitments
integration with the country’s
sustainable development
strategies
holistic and inter-sectoral
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In summary, the novelty of NFPs is to deal with an enlarged definition of SFM, to promote a new mode of
governance focusing on all kinds of co-ordination problems, and the fact that an NFP is not an end in itself,
but an open-ended and iterative process.

4 Working procedures
To practically implement the analytical framework presented above, COST Action E19 focussed its efforts
on the elaboration of propositions with regard to the formulation and implementation of NFPs. These
propositions are based on the presentations of theory-oriented research papers, on the one hand, and experience
reports, from the member countries on the other hand. It is hoped that this approach serves the main clientele:
the forest policy makers and the scientific community. Correspondingly, two types of products had to be
delivered. For the political community, the Action aimed at providing decision-support, inter alia, by means
of propositions based on theory and/or empirical evidence. For the scientific community, the COST Action
strove to formulate bold hypotheses, to point out interesting research questions, and to indicate gaps in the
current state of knowledge.
Propositions state the nature of a relationship between relevant variables (e.g., actors, institutions, procedural
aspects, external factors, policy outputs). Most usefully to the purpose of the COST Action, they can guide
the design of NFP processes by providing insights into how different elements of the process may relate to
each other and to the desired product. Some propositions may take the form of testable hypotheses, but often
the factors affecting the nature of the relationship are external and too many to actually control. As COST
Actions are not research programmes, but rather exchange programmes, it was not possible to generate
complex and consistent theoretical frames and to test hypotheses empirically. Accordingly, the propositions
presented in the following chapters have to be seen as products of working group discussions.

5 Propositions on NFPs
The final result of the COST Action E19 are propositions about actors participating in NFP processes,
procedural aspects, the expected content of NFP outputs, and the supporting or impeding influence of external
factors. Due to the characteristics of COST actions, the propositions on NFPs are neither complete nor
universal, but they provide a basis for achieving a better understanding of NFP processes. In the following,
some examples of these propositions are provided.
Before an NFP process is commenced, one of the basic questions is: Who participates? The answer depends
on several factors, among others on the potential actors abilities and willingness. Participation requires
collective organisations. Groups affected, but not appropriately organised run the risk of being unheard.
Actors will invest more time and efforts the more they can assume to influence the expected outcome. The
likelihood of substantive agreements seems to increase with an adequate representation of the affected actors.
If some of the participants have no clear mandate, the probability of substantive agreements decreases.
The participation on an NFP process will normally be time- and resource consuming. This implies that actors
who are well endowed with resources are likely to be favoured. Furthermore, process management and
facilitation also require adequate resources. In particular, employing external consultants and/or independent
moderators to run an NFP process might help to achieve widely accepted compromises. Other procedural
aspects of NFP processes refer to goals, principles and clear decision rules to be covered in a code of
conduct or process guidebook. It is a necessary precondition for long-term, iterative collaboration processes
between multiple stakeholders. Otherwise such processes are apt to end in trivial and unfocussed results or
in discontent leading actors to withdraw from the process.
The success of an NFP process depends not only on internal procedural aspects, but also on external factors
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constituting the environment of an NFP. They comprise the specific characteristics of the political system of
a country and may be supportive or impeding. A neo-corporatistic mode of governance, i.e., a tradition of
close co-operation between the government and a small number of selected interest groups, is an impeding
factor, whereas a proactive and consensus-seeking policy style of the government can be seen as a supportive
factor. Whatever political culture actually exists, it can hardly be influenced in the short and medium term.
By contrast, clientele capture of forest administration often impedes inter-sectoral co-ordination, but must
not be taken as unalterable. A legally binding framework of an NFP could support the institutionalisation of
an adaptive, continuous co-ordination process.

6 Conclusions
When COST Action E19 started in 1999, an NFP was a strange idea for most European countries connected
with discouraging experiences with Tropical Forestry Action Plans. At this time, there was no COST Action,
at least in forestry dealing with social sciences. Thus, the decision of the COST Technical Committee on
Forestry and Forest Products to approve the proposal of a COST Action on NFPs was courageous  in which
it needed two years. Some European forest policy makers were afraid that the Action could become an
additional player in the forest political arena, the impact of which was uncertain. In order to destroy such
reservations from the outset the researchers agreed to not cross the border between positive science and
politics and to refrain from value judgements. The focus was on the elaboration of propositions with regard
to the formulation and implementation of NFPs. As far as the propositions that refer to procedural aspects of
NFPs, they can be used in the codes of conduct of national NFP processes. Another set of propositions deals
with impeding and supporting factors, which are in many cases external to the NFP process and difficult to
change. However, they enable the policy makers to assess whether the NFP process in a country will lead to
a substantive NFP with the chance of policy change or to a symbolic one that maintains the status quo.
The main objective of COST Action E19 to provide policy makers in Europe with an improved means for the
formulation and implementation of NFPs was oriented to practice and attracted researchers, as well as civil
servants from 20 European countries and the USA. As the topic requires interdisciplinary research in the
sense of integrating several scientific disciplines, the participating forest policy scientists, policy scientists,
sociologists, lawyers, economists, regional planners, geographers and so on had to agree on a common
conceptual framework which was eventually agreed upon after one and a half year. To ensure
transdisciplinarity, i.e., the applicability of the research results in practice, the theory-oriented hypotheses
have been confronted with the practical experiences of the civil servants by a permanent discussion process.
Since many members of the COST Action E19 closely co-operated with their national governmental teams
in formulating and implementing NFPs, as well as with the process of the Ministerial Conference on the
Protection of Forests in Europe (MCPFE), practical application of the research results lies close at hand. The
research results based on the Actions report Making NFPs Work (2003), proceedings of the seminars in
Madrid (2000), Aberdeen (2001), Oslo (2001), Savonlinna (2002) and Vienna (2003), and a special issue on
NFPs in the reviewed journal Forest Policy and Economics (2002) facilitated the agreement on MCPFE
Vienna Resolution V1 on cross-sectoral co-operation and national forest programmes and provided a common
understanding of NFPs in European countries.

Footnotes
1

Extract from Glück, P., Carvalho Mendes, A., and Neven, I. (eds.) 2003: Making NFPs Work: Supporting Factors and
Procedural Aspects. Report on COST Action National Forest programmes in a European Context. Publication Series of the
Institute of Forest Sector Policy and Economics, vol. 48. Vienna.
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